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"This is where the mission people kept their animals, and cows, and things,
/
you know." They had built up a big high wall.

Someone had told Burt this,

that had been here. And he said tt^at they would put them in there at night.
They didn't have wires for fence and things. And they could hold them in
there.

That way the Indians didn't run them off so bad.

(Weren't they thoughtful too?)
Um-hum.
LICK BEND SCHOOL
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(They certainly had a good—you just mentioned Lick Bend School, were was
Lick Bend School?)
Uh, let me ^ee, have you come in from this direction?

**

(I have, yes, ma'am at times.)
Well, uh, well

you come down this hill here--well, you go on straight on

down that road about a mile and a half down there and it was right where
you turn to go up off the railroad. Well, it's right on that corner, there.
Now, that's wherelit was. Lickbend School was there.

I went to school there

when I was a little kid.
(Yeah, I guess that school's been gone a long time?)
Well, it was--Harrison Patterson tore it down in '47. No, it was a little
before '47, something after '43 or before '43. I can't remember just Exactly
but he tore it down then. That was his'father's place and they didn't use it
anymore and he built a house out of .it up there on his place.
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(Sentence not clear) Why, there's more songs over there and I said, 'Tfo,
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.Art, there're all gone." And they've been dug in since the last.time I'
ever been there. And he said, "Well, those nice marble stones still
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(Interrupted) •
(End of Interview--End of Side A)
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